A platform for young scientists on DRR to learn about and contribute to evidence based implementation and monitoring of the Sendai framework.
**What is the Sendai Framework?**

The Sendai Framework for DRR 2015-2030 is an international framework on how to build resilience. It is the outcome of a three years intergovernmental process where children and youth had an official space to contribute.

**Engage & Get More Information**

Sign up to the DRR mailing list at [www.childrenyouth.org/involved](http://www.childrenyouth.org/involved). Contact the platform facilitator through [drrdop@childrenyouth.org](mailto:drrdop@childrenyouth.org). The platform is part of the cross thematic Youth Science-Policy Interface Platform.

---

**What is the Young Scientists Platform on DRR?**

The Young Scientists Platform in DRR is a designated space for young scientists to contribute to an evidence based implementation, monitoring and review of the Sendai Framework.

The innovative capacity of the younger generation will through this space be utilised to ensure that best practices and scientific evidence is used to support decision makers now and in the future. Young scientists will use their interdisciplinary research to provide decision makers with best and good practice. The platform provides an official avenue to contribute to the High Level Political Forum & the official monitoring of the Sendai Framework.

The platform is launched during the UNISDR Science and Technology Conference 2016 and have a young scientists roadmap which complement the UNISDR Science and Technology Roadmap.

---

**Why should you engage in the Platform?**

**Are you a young scientist?**

As a young scientist there are many ways you can contribute to this space:

1) Share your knowledge and research and contribute to the evidence based implementation and monitoring of the Sendai Framework;

2) Take part in an international young scientists network and collaborate on research projects, publications and trainings;

3) Collaborate with and learn from other DRR scientists and experts within and outside the UN system.

**Are you a senior scientist or expert?**

The overall Science Policy Interface (including DRR Platform) have an Advisory Group and collaborate with a series of experts. Contact us for more information at [drrdop@childrenyouth.org](mailto:drrdop@childrenyouth.org).